
2022 Briarcliff Summer Reading List 
This year our Annual Book Fair will be held from June 6th to the 10th in the Briarcliff Library and have an online 
component hosted by Scholastic, click here to access the online Fair.   
 
This Summer Reading List covers all grades and are “recommended” suggestions. In addition, Scholastic provides 
quality titles that you may choose to read too!  Please note that I have provided Lexile Scores, Genre, and marked 
some titles for “Mature Readers”.   Parents are encouraged to review, discuss, and decide with their child what 
titles would be best.                         
 
A limited number of Print copies of all the mandatory titles will be on sale during the fair. I will post all 
assignments associated with the mandatory reading on the Briarcliff Summer Reading Library webpage.   
 
Thank you for your support, Mr. Posner 
 

Mandatory Grade Level Summer Reading 
Incoming 6th Grade 
Savvy                                       Lexile 1070                                  Fantasy             by Ingrid Law 
Recounts the adventures of Mibs Beaumont, whose thirteenth birthday has revealed her "savvy"--a magical power unique to each 
member of her family--just as her father is injured in a terrible accident.   
 
Incoming 7th Grade** 
Divergent                                 Lexile 700                                      Science Fiction    by Veronica Roth 
In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five predetermined factions to define her identity for the 
rest of her life, a decision made more difficult when she discovers that she is an anomaly who does not fit into any one group, and 
that the society she lives in is not perfect after all. 
 
Incoming 8th Grade  
Crossover                                 Lexile 740                                        Realistic           by Kwame Alexander  
Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with highs and lows on and off the court as their father ignores his 
declining health. 
 
Incoming 9th Grade – Please choose 1 of the titles listed  
The Secret Life of Bees           Lexile: 840                                      Historical Fiction         by Sue Monk Kidd 
After her stand-in mother, a bold black woman named Rosaleen, insults the three biggest racists in town, Lily Owens joins 
Rosaleen on a journey to Tiburon, South Carolina, where they are taken in by three black, bee-keeping sisters. 

OR 
Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet     Lexile: 850             Historical Fiction         by Jamie Ford 
When artifacts from Japanese families sent to internment camps during World War II are uncovered during renovations at a Seattle 
hotel, Henry Lee embarks on a quest that leads to memories of growing up Chinese in a city rife with anti-Japanese sentiment. 
  
In addition, incoming 6th & 8th graders are encouraged to read at least 2 more books of your choice.  This is 
for a total of 3 books.  **Incoming 7th graders are asked to only read the mandatory book due to the length 
of this title, however, encouraged to read more.  Again, Parents are encouraged to review, discuss, and 
decide with their child what titles would be best. 

 
Action & Adventure Fiction 

Storm Warning     Lexile: 540   by Elizabeth Raum  
No matter how hard twelve-year-old North Olson tries to do what's right, he can't seem to please his dad. When a major flood 
threatens to destroy his hometown, North is left in charge of his little sister Rosie. A blizzard blows in and his great-
grandmother disappears. Can North find his great-grandmother and keep Rosie safe as the flood waters continue to rise? Will he 
finally make his dad proud? 
 



Follow the River    Lexile: NA   by Paul Greci   
When Billy and his dad are injured, Tom summons the courage to get back on the water to save them. This time, he must travel 
in a rickety old homemade canoe through the Alaska wilderness to get help. But it’s not just the canoe and the terrain he has to 
worry about—he’s surrounded by adversaries. Are his skills enough to fight them off or will his journey be cut short and Billy 
and his father left stranded? 
 
Across the Desert    Lexile: NA   by Dusti Bowling   
When her hero, a girl known as the Desert Aviator, crashes during her livestream, 12-year-old Jolene, armed with a hand-drawn 
map and a stolen cell phone, races against time across the treacherous Arizona desert to save her. 
 
The Verdigris Pawn    Lexile: NA   by Alysa Wishingrad  
The heir to the Land should be strong. Fierce. Ruthless. At least, that's what Beau's father has been telling him his whole life, 
since Beau is the exact opposite of what the heir should be. With little control over his future, Beau is kept locked away, just 
another pawn in his father's quest for ultimate power. That is, until Beau meets a girl who shows him the secrets his father has 
kept hidden. For the first time, Beau begins to question everything he's ever been told and sets off in search of a rebel who 
might hold the key to setting things right. 
 
The Road to Wherever   Lexile: 740   by John Ed Bradley 
With his father absent and his mother working, eleven-year-old Henry "June" Ball must spend the summer on the road with his 
cousins, "Ford men" who repair old cars. 
 
Charlie Thorne and the Lost City (Book 2) Lexile: 910   by Stuart Gibbs  
In a daring adventure that takes her across South America, Charlie must crack Darwin's 200-year-old clues to track down his 
mysterious discovery and stay ahead of the formidable lineup of enemies who are hot on her tail. 
 

Realistic Fiction 
Paper Heart     Lexile: 720   by Cat Patrick   
Mere months after her best friend's death, thirteen-year-old Tess spends a summer with family in Wyoming, making friends at 
art camp while being haunted by Colette and her own anxieties. 
 
One Kid’s Trash    Lexile: 700   by Jamie Sumner  
Hugo becomes cool for the first time in his life due to his extraordinary talent for garbology, the science of decoding people's 
trash, and lets it all go to his head. 
 
Down to Earth    Lexile:  760   by Betty Culley    
A homeschooled aspiring geologist investigates a meteorite that falls onto his family's field before superstitious locals begin 
attributing the space rock to a regional drought. 
 
Partly Cloudy     Lexile:  NA   by Tinita S. Davis  
In desperate need of clear skies as she starts a new school, Madalyn has days filled with clouds that lead to serious storms until 
she learns the power of community and family after disaster strikes. 
 
The Flyers     Lexile: 720   by Beth Turley  
Picked to become an intern at her favorite teen magazine and spend an adventure-packed summer, between seventh and eighth 
grades, in New York City, Elena is excited but also worried about losing her best friend. 
 
Almost Flying     Lexile: 760   by Jake Maia Arlow  
Would-be amusement park aficionado Dalia only has two items on her summer bucket list: (1) finally ride a roller coaster and 
(2) figure out how to make a new best friend. But when her dad suddenly announces that he's engaged, Dalia's schemes come to 
a screeching halt. With Dalia's future stepsister Alexa heading back to college soon, the grown-ups want the girls to spend the 
last weeks of summer bonding--meaning Alexa has to cancel the amusement park road trip she's been planning for months. 
Luckily Dalia comes up with a new plan: if she joins Alexa on her trip and brings Rani, the new girl from her swim team, along 
maybe she can have the perfect summer after all. But what starts out as a week of funnel cakes and Lazy River rides goes off the 
rails when Dalia discovers that Alexa's girlfriend is joining the trip. And keeping Alexa's secret makes Dalia realize one of her 
own: she might have more-than-friend feelings for Rani. 
 



It All Begins with Jelly Beans  Lexile: 720   by Nova Weetman  
When Meg, who has issues at home, and Riley, who has type 1 diabetes, meet in the school nurse's office, they form an unlikely 
friendship that helps them find the courage to be who they really want to be. 
 
Ancestor Approves: Intertribal Stories for Kids Lexile: NA  Edited by Cynthia Leitich Smith 
A collection of intersecting stories set at a powwow that bursts with hope, joy, resilience, the strength of community, and Native 
pride. 
 
All You Knead is Love   Lexile: 640   by Tanya Guerreo 
Banished from her abusive home for a summer with her estranged grandmother in Barcelona, twelve-year-old Alba feels hope 
and love while exploring a newly discovered passion for bread baking. 
 
Breathing Underwater   Lexile: 800   by Sarah Allen 
During a road trip, thirteen-year-old Olivia, a budding photographer, tries to recreate a Treasure Hunt she once shared with her 
sixteen-year-old sister, Ruth, while watching for signs that Ruth's depression is back. 
 
Life in the Balance    Lexile: 690   by Jen Petro-Roy 
As she worries about her mother who is entering a rehab facility for alcoholism, eleven-year-old Veronica struggles with 
secrets, her favorite sport softball, and what she really wants to do with her life. 
 
Efrén Divided     Lexile: 710   by Ernesto Cisneros 
While his father works two jobs, seventh-grader Efren Nava must take care of his twin siblings, kindergartners Max and Mia, 
after their mother is deported to Mexico. Includes glossary of Spanish words. 
 
The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora  Lexile:750   by Pablo Cartaya  
Arturo's Miami summer is marked by the arrival of poetry enthusiast Carmen, who helps him use the power of protest to fight 
the plans of a land developer who wants to demolish his Abuela's restaurant. 
 
George (Melissa’s Story)   Lexile: 790   by Alex Gino     
Knowing herself to be a girl despite her outwardly male appearance, George is denied a female role in the class play before 
teaming up with a friend to reveal her true self. 
 
Bluish      Lexile: NA   by Virginia Hamilton  
Natalie is different from the other girls in Dreenie's fifth-grade class. She comes to school in a wheelchair, always wearing a 
knitted hat. The kids call her "Bluish" because her skin is tinted blue from chemotherapy. Dreenie is fascinated by Bluish -- and 
a little scared of her, too. She watches Bluish and writes her observations in her journal. Slowly, the two girls become good 
friends. But Dreenie still struggles with with Bluish's illness. Bluish is weak and frail, but she also wants to be independent and 
respected. How do you act around a girl like that? 
 
In the Footsteps of Crazy Horse  Lexile: 620   by Joseph Marshall 
Teased for his fair coloring, eleven-year-old Jimmy McClean travels with his maternal grandfather, Nyles High Eagle, to learn 
about his Lakota heritage while visiting places significant in the life of Crazy Horse, the nineteenth-century Lakota leader and 
warrior, in a tale that weaves the past with the present. Includes historical note and glossary. 
 
Hurricane Child    Lexile: 1010   by Kacen Callender    
Born on Water Island in the Virgin Islands during a hurricane, which is considered bad luck, twelve-year-old Caroline falls in 
love with another girl--and together they set out in a hurricane to find Caroline's missing mother. 
 
The Moon Within    Lexile: 960   by Aida Salazar 
Eleven-year-old (nearly twelve) Celi Rivera, who is a mix of Black-Puerto Rican-Mexican Indian is uncomfortable about her 
approaching period, and the changes that are happening to her body; she is horrified that her mother wants to hold a traditional 
public moon ceremony to celebrate the occasion--until she finds out that her best friend Magda is contemplating an even more 
profound change of life. 
 
 



Land of Cranes (in verse)   Lexile:890   by Aida Salazar    
A story in verse of nine-year-old Betita, a young Latinx girl who learns to hold on to hope and love even in the darkest of 
places: a family detention center for migrants and refugees. 
 
Playing the Cards, You’re Dealt    Lexile: NA   by Varian Johnson   
Hoping to measure up to his father's expectations at the card table, 10-year-old Anthony Joplin keeps his strategy a secret until 
he discovers his father has been hiding one that could tear their family apart. 
 
Star Fish (in verse)    Lexile: NA   by Lisa Fipps     
Bullied and shamed her whole life for being fat, twelve-year-old Ellie finally gains the confidence to stand up for herself, with 
the help of some wonderful new allies.  
 
Blended     Lexile: 610   by Sharon Braper    
Piano-prodigy Isabella, eleven, whose black father and white mother struggle to share custody, never feels whole, especially as 
racial tensions affect her school, her parents' both become engaged, and she and her stepbrother are stopped by police.    
 
Dress Coded     Lexile: 760   by Carrie Firestone    
Fed up with sexist dress codes and unfair conduct standards at a school where girls’ bodies are considered a distraction, Molly 
starts a podcast to protest the school’s disciplinary inequality before her small rebellion swells into a full-blown empowerment 
revolution. 
 
The Other Half of Happy   Lexile: 570   by Rebecca Balcarcel    
Twelve-year-old Quijana is a biracial girl, desperately trying to understand the changes that are going on in her life; her mother 
rarely gets home before bedtime, her father suddenly seems to be trying to get in touch with his Guatemalan roots (even though 
he never bothered to teach Quijana Spanish), she is about to start seventh grade in the Texas town where they live and she is 
worried about fitting in--and Quijana suspects that her parents are keeping secrets, because she is sure there is something wrong 
with her little brother, Memito, who is becoming increasingly hard to reach. 
 
The Only Black Girls in Town  Lexile: NA   by Brandy Colbert  
In a predominately white California beach town, the only two black seventh-graders, Alberta and Edie, find hidden journals that 
uncover family secrets and speak to race relations in the past. 
 
Mockingbird     Lexile: 630   by Kathryn Erskine   
Ten-year-old Caitlin, who has Asperger's Syndrome, struggles to understand emotions, show empathy, and make friends at 
school, while at home she seeks closure by working on a project with her father. 
 
The Pants Project    Lexile: 710   by Cat Clarke     
Eleven-year-old Liv fights to change the middle school dress code requiring girls to wear a skirt and, along the way, finds the 
courage to tell his moms he is meant to be a boy. 
 
Tight      Lexile: 600   by Torrey Maldonado  
After his quick-tempered father gets in a fight and is sent back to jail, sixth-grader Bryan, known for being quiet and thoughtful, 
snaps and follows new friend Mike into trouble. 
 
Marcus Vega Doesn’t Speak Spanish Lexile: 580   by Pablo Cartaya  
After a fight at school leaves Marcus facing suspension, Marcus's mother takes him and his younger brother, who has Down 
syndrome, to Puerto Rico to visit relatives they do not remember or have never met, and while there Marcus starts searching for 
his father, who left their family ten years ago and is somewhere on the island.  
 
Harbor Me     Lexile: 630   by Jacqueline Woodson   
When six students are chosen to participate in a weekly talk with no adults allowed, they discover that when they're together, it's 
safe to share the hopes and fears they have to hide from the rest of the world. 
 
Amal Unbound    Lexile: 600   by Aisha Saeed     
Twelve-year-old Amal, who lives in a small village in Pakistan, dreams of becoming a teacher despite being forced into 
indentured servitude after inadvertently insulting a member of the village's ruling family. 



A Good Kind of Trouble   Lexile: 720   by Lisa Moore Ramee     
Strictly following the rules to pursue her junior-high ambitions, 12-year-old Shayla is forced to choose between her education 
and her identity when her sister joins the Black Lives Matter movement in the wake of a powerful protest. 
 
Habibi      Lexile: 850   by Naomi Shihab Nye    
When fourteen-year-old Liyanna, her younger brother, and her parents move from St. Louis to a new home between Jerusalem 
and the Palestinian village where her father was born, they face many changes and must deal with the tensions between Jews 
and Palestinians. 
 
Wonder      Lexile:790   by R.J. Palacio     
Ten-year-old Auggie Pullman, who was born with extreme facial abnormalities and was not expected to survive, goes from 
being home-schooled to entering fifth grade at a private middle school in Manhattan, which entails enduring the taunting and 
fear of his classmates as he struggles to be seen as just another student. 
 
Santiago’s Road Home   Lexile: 740   by Alexandra  Diaz    
Fleeing abusive relatives and extreme poverty in Mexico, young Santiago endures being detained by ICE while crossing the 
border into the United States. 
 
Isaiah Dunn is my Hero   Lexile: 700   by Kelly Baptist   
Referring to his late father’s journal for advice on how to be the man of the house, young Isaiah taps the support and ideas of 
two school friends who help him navigate rules and manage without superpowers. 
 
Piecing Me Together    Lexile:  680   by Renée Watson   
Tired of being singled out at her mostly white private school as someone who needs support, high school junior Jade would 
rather participate in the school's amazing Study Abroad program than join Women to Women, a mentorship program for at-risk 
girls. 
 
Clean Getaway    Lexile: 780   by Nic Stone     
An 11-year-old boy confronts the realities of race relations, past and present, and the mysterious agenda of his unconventional 
grandmother during an unplanned spring break road trip through the once-segregated American South. 
 
Black Brother, Black Brother  Lexile: 400   by Jewell Parker Rhodes   
Suspended unjustly from elite Middlefield Prep, Donte Ellison studies fencing with a former champion, hoping to put the racist 
fencing team captain in his place. 
 
The Best at It     Lexile: 620   by Maulik Pancholy     
Twelve-year-old Rahul Kapoor, an Indian-American boy growing up in small-town Indiana, struggles to come to terms with his 
identity, including that he may be gay. 
  
A High Five for Glenn Burke  Lexile: 690   by Phil Bildner  
After researching Glenn Burke, the first major league baseball player to come out as gay, sixth-grader Silas Wade slowly comes 
out to his best friend Zoey, then his coach, with unexpected consequences. 
Barakah Beats    Lexile: 650   by Maleeha Siddiqui  
Leaving Islamic school to attend "real school," 12-year-old Nimra Sharif, joins the school's popular 8th grade boy band, Baraka 
Beats, in an attempt to fit in, even though she was taught that music isn't allowed in Islam, forcing her to make a difficult 
decision. 
 
Other Words for Home   Lexile: 930   by Hasmine Warga 
Sent with her mother to the safety of a relative's home in Cincinnati when her Syrian community is overshadowed by violence, 
Jude worries for the beloved family members who were left behind and forges a new sense of identity shaped by friends and 
changing perspectives. 

Science Fiction 
Jadie in Five Dimensions   Lexile: NA   by Dainne K. Salerni  
Performing missions for the Seers, 4th dimensional beings who rescued her when she was an infant, Jadie Martin discovers that 
her origin story of being abandoned is fake and will do anything to discover the truth. 



The Orpheus Plot    Lexile: NA   by Christopher Swiedler 
Struggling to find his place in the Navy among kids from Earth, Lucas Adebayo, who grew up in Belt, is the only one who can 
restore peace when a rogue group of Belters rebel against the Navy. 
 
The Flash Crossover Crisis Green Arrow’s Perfect Shot Book 1 Lexile: NA by Barry Lyga 
When the Green Arrow needs help tracking down a sinister bomber in Star City, speedster Barry Allen is out the door in a flash. 
But as the Flash saves the day with his friends on Team Arrow, a huge dimensional rift appears over his hometown of Central 
City--and thousands of refugees with superspeed come pouring out. Can the combined skills of Team Arrow and the Flash's 
friends at S.T.A.R. Labs manage the chaos long enough to stop the rift from tearing their universe apart? 
 
The Many worlds of Albie Bright  Lexile: 960   by Christopher Edge   
A highly anticipated, humorous tale written in part to help connect students with STEM science concepts follows the adventures 
of a boy in search of his mother in a parallel universe after her cancer-related passing, a journey that leads to surprising 
discoveries. 
  
Sal and Gabi Break the Universe Book 1 Lexile: 700   by Carlos Hernandez   
In order to heal after his mother's death, thirteen-year-old Sal learns to reach into time and space to retrieve 
things--and people--from other universes. 
  

Romance Fiction 
The Meet-Cute Project   Lexile:900   by Rhiannon Richardson 
Mia’s friends love rom-coms. Mia hates them. They’re silly, contrived, and not at all realistic. Besides, there are more important 
things to worry about—like how to handle living with her bridezilla sister, Sam, who’s never appreciated Mia, and surviving 
junior year juggling every school club offered and acing all of her classes. 
 
Your Heart my Sky    Lexile:  1191   by Margarita Engle 
The people of Cuba are living in el periodo especial en tiempos de paz—the special period in times of peace. That’s what the 
government insists that this era must be called, but the reality behind these words is starvation. 
A chance encounter with an enigmatic dog brings Liana and Amado together. United in hope and hunger, they soon discover 
that their feelings for each other run deep. Love can feed their souls and hearts—but is it enough to withstand el periodo 
especial? 

 
Humor Fiction 

How to Train Your Dad   Lexile: 1200   by Gary Paulsen  
Follows a twelve-year-old boy, his free-thinking father, and the puppy-training pamphlet that turns their summer upside down. 
 
An Occasionally Happy Family  Lexile:  NA   by Cliff Burke   
There are zero reasons for Theo Ripley to look forward to his family vacation. Not only are he, sister Laura, and nature-
obsessed Dad going to Big Bend, the least popular National Park, but once there, the family will be camping. And Theo is an 
indoor animal. It doesn't help that this will be the first vacation they're taking since Mom passed away. Once there, the family 
contends with 110-degree days, wild bears, and an annoying amateur ornithologist and his awful teenage vlogger son. Then, 
Theo's dad hits him with a whopper of a surprise: the whole trip is just a trick to introduce his secret new girlfriend. 
 
American as Paneer Pie   Lexile: 840   by Supriya Kelkar   
Feeling like she lives two lives as the only Indian American girl in her school, Lekha Divekar is excited to meet a Desi 
newcomer only to discover that her proud new friend has just relocated to America and is not content to be quiet about bullying. 
 
Stand Up, Yumi Chung!   Lexile: 620   by Jessica Kim 
When eleven-year-old Yumi Chung stumbles into a kids' comedy camp she is mistaken for another student, so she decides to 
play the part. 

Fantasy Fiction 
Thrive Book 3(Series)    Lexile:  690   by Kenneth Oppel  
First the alien plant life bloomed, next their terrifying creatures hatched, and now the aliens themselves have arrived on Earth 
for a final showdown. Alien-hybrids Anaya, Petra and Seth will have to push themselves further than they ever thought possible 
if they want to forge an alliance with the alien rebels that will allow their planet to thrive once and for all. 



A Glasshouse of Stars   Lexile:  870   by Shirley Marr  
Inheriting First Uncle's home after he dies tragically and unexpectedly, eleven-year-old Meixing and her family immigrate to 
the New Land, where it will take all of Meixing's resilience and bravery to finally find her place of belonging in this new world. 
 
The Bear House    Lexile:  NA   by Meaghan McIsaac   
In a medieval world where the ruling houses are based on the constellations, betrayal, intrigue, and a king's murder force the 
royal sisters of the Bear House on the run. (Series) 
 
A Discovery of Dragons   Lexile:  NA   by Linsay Galvin  
Victorian scientist R. W. Greasebeam presents a series of letters--by a ninth-century Viking, thirteenth-century Chinese girl, and 
a Prussian cartographer, among others--and colorful artwork recording the discovery of the world's most fearsome dragons. 
 
Healer of the Water Monster   Lexile: NA   by Brian Young  
A debut novel inspired by Native-American culture follows the experiences of a boy whose summer at his grandmother’s 
reservation home is shaped by his uncle’s addictions and an encounter with a sacred being from the Navajo Creation Story. 
 
Oddity      Lexile: 780   by Eli Brown   
The daughter of a murdered physician vows to protect the magical Oddity he left behind—if only she knew what it was—in an 
alternate nineteenth century where the United States is at war with France. 
 
PAX Journey Home Book 2 (Series)  Lexile: 750   by Sara Pennypacker   
It has been a year since newly orphaned Peter and his pet fox Pax, now a protective father, have seen each other, but their paths 
cross again when Pax's kit falls desperately ill forcing him to turn to the one human he knows he can trust. 
 
Beasts and Beauty    Lexile:  NA   by Soman Chainani   
Twelve tales, twelve dangerous tales of mystery, magic, and rebellious hearts. Each twists like a spindle to reveal truths full of 
warning and triumph, truths that capture hearts long kept tame and set them free, truths that explore life . . . and death. 
 
Amari and the Night Brothers  Lexile:  NA   by B.B. Alston 
Thirteen-year-old Amari, a poor Black girl from the projects, gets an invitation from her missing brother to join the Bureau of 
Supernatural Affairs and join in the fight against an evil magician. 
 
The Kingdom of Back   Lexile:  790   by Marie Lu 
Nannerl Mozart has just one wish--to be remembered forever. But she has little hope she'll ever become the acclaimed 
composer she longs to be. As Nannerl's hope grows dimmer with each passing year, the talents of her beloved younger brother, 
Wolfgang, only seem to shine brighter. His brilliance begins to eclipse her own, until one day a mysterious stranger from a 
magical land appears with an irresistible offer--but his help may cost her everything. 
 
Almost There and Almost Not  Lexile:  940   by Linda Urban 
When her father goes away, eleven-year-old California "Callie" Poppy winds up with her eccentric Great-Aunt Monica and 
their ancestor, the once-famous etiquette expert Eleanor Fontaine, now a hypersensitive ghost. 
 
Josephine Against the Sea   Lexile: 810   by Shakirah Bourne    
When she discovers her father's new girlfriend, Mariss, is actually a sea creature eager to take her place as his first love, 
Josephine must convince her friends to help her and use her cricket skills to save her dad from Mariss' clutches.   
 
Dragons in a Bag    Lexile: 740   by Zetta Elliott    
In Brooklyn, nine-year-old Jax joins Ma, a curmudgeonly witch who lives in his building, on a quest to deliver three baby 
dragons to a magical world, and along the way discovers his true calling. 
 

Classics Fiction 
The War of the Worlds   Lexile: 1160   by H.G Wells 
Thirty-five million miles into space, a species of Martians sets eyes on planet Earth. With their own planet doomed for 
destruction, the Martians prepare to invade. Their weapons are ready and their aim is ruthless. The war of the worlds is about to 
begin. 



The Secret Garden    Lexile: 710   by France Hodgeson Burnett 
After the sudden death of her parents in India, Mary Lennox is sent 'home' to England, and the Yorkshire estate of a distant 
relative. Sad and lonely, her only interest lies in a secret garden, abandoned after a tragic accident. With the help of Dickon, a 
local country boy, and Colin, her guardian's invalid son, Mary's spirit is reawakened as they bring the garden back to life. 
 
The Witches     Lexile:  740      by Roanld Dahl 
Grandmamma loves to tell about witches. Real witches are the most dangerous of all living creatures on earth. There's nothing 
they hate so much as children, and they work all kinds of terrifying spells to get rid of them. Her grandson listens closely to 
Grandmamma's stories, but nothing can prepare him for the day he comes face to face with the Grand High Witch herself!  
 
The Raven and other Stories   Lexile: NA   by Edgar Allen Poe 
Presents Poe's haunting poem, which explores the terrifying truths that lurk deep within the human psyche. 
 
Stone Fox     Lexile: 610   by John Reynolds Gardiner 
Little Willy hopes to pay the back taxes on his grandfather's farm with the purse from a dog sled race he enters. 
Treasure Island          
 
White Fang     Lexile: 970   by Jack London 
The adventures in the northern wilderness of a dog who is part wolf and how he comes to make his peace with 
man. 
 
The Martian Chronicles   Lexile: NA    by Ray Bradbury 
Interconnected, chronological stories of Earth's settlement of Mars include tales of human interaction with one another and with 
the Martians, interplanetary interracial strife, self-doubt, and the metamorphosis of humanity. (For Older Readers) 
 
Scholastic Classic: Treasure Island  Lexile: 1100 by Mary Pope Osborne & Robert Louis Stevenson 
When Jim Hawkins finds Billy Bones' old pirate map showing a small island marked with a red cross, he knows 
that a fortune in gold lies waiting for him. What could be more exciting than buried treasure?  
 

Mystery Fiction 
The Robber Girl    Lexile: NA   by Franny Billingsley   
While riding with Gentleman Jack into the Indigo Heart to claim the gold that is rightfully his, the Robber Girl finds that 
fighting is easier than trust, when torn between loyalty and love. 
 
Goldfish Boy     Lexile: 750   by Lisa Thompson    
Suffering from a severe obsessive-compulsive disorder that prevents him from going to school and subjects him to terrible 
episodes, Matthew is challenged to step outside of his insular world when he realizes he is the last person who saw a missing 
toddler.  

Scary Fiction 
The List of Unspeakable Fears  Lexile: 720   by J. Kasper Kramer   
In 1910 New York City, four years after her Irish immigrant father dies of tuberculosis, ten-year-old Essie's fear and anxiety 
continue to grow uncontrollably, so much that when her mother, a brave nurse, remarries and the family moves to North Brother 
Island, where Essie's new stepfather runs a quarantine hospital for the incurably sick, Essie imagines all manner of horrors, 
including the ghost of a little girl--which might not be imaginary after all. 
 
Whispering Pines: Infestation  Lexile:  700  by Heidi Lang & Kati Bartkowski  
When several kids go missing and then show up like zombies with their eyes removed, many locals brush it off. Just another 
day in Whispering Pines. But Caden has a dark secret, one that may explain why someone is stealing eyes. And Rae, who 
knows how it feels to not be believed, may be just the person Caden needs to help him put things right. 
 
The Doll House: A Ghost Story  Lexile: NA   by Charis Cotter 
Alice's world is falling apart. Her parents are getting a divorce, and they've cancelled their yearly cottage trip--the one thing that 
gets Alice through the school year. Instead, Alice and her mom are heading to some small town where Alice's mom will be a 
live-in nurse to a rich elderly lady. The house is huge, imposing, and spooky, and everything inside is meticulously kept and 
perfect--not a fun place to spend the summer. Things start to get weird when Alice finds a dollhouse in the attic that's an exact 



replica of the house she's living in. Then she wakes up to find a girl asleep next to her in her bed--a girl who looks a lot like one 
of the dolls from the dollhouse. When the dollhouse starts to change, she knows she has to solve the mystery. Who are the girls 
in the dollhouse? What happened to them? And what is their connection to the mean and mysterious woman who owns the 
house? 
 
Fractured Tide    Lexile: 700   by Leslie Karen Lutz 
Seventeen-year-old Sia Gianopoulos writes to her incarcerated father as she and a handful of other survivors reach a mysterious 
island after a monster sinks their charter boats. 
 
The Girl and the Ghost   Lexile:  840   by Hanna Alkaf 
Suraya is delighted when her witch grandmother gifts her a pelesit. She names her ghostly companion Pink, and the two quickly 
become inseparable. But Suraya doesn't know that pelesits have a dark side--and when Pink's shadows threaten to consume 
them both, they must find enough light to survive . . . before they are both lost to the darkness.  
 

Historical Fiction 
Pony      Lexile:740   by R.J. Palacio   
After his dad is taken away, Silas sets out with a mysterious pony on a dangerous journey across a vast American landscape to 
find him—a journey that will ultimately connect him with his past and future. 
 
Mighty Inside     Lexile: NA   by Sundee T. Frazier   
Melvin Robinson wants a strong, smooth, He-Man voice...But the thought of starting high school is only making his stutter 
worse. And Melvin's growing awareness that racism is everywhere, not just in the South where a boy his age has been brutally 
killedby two white men, but also in his own hometown of Spokane is making him realize that he can't mutely stand by. 
 
Ophie’s Ghosts    Lexile: NA   by Justina Ireland 
Discovering her ability to see ghosts when a cruel act ends her father’s life and forces her to move in with relatives in 1920s 
Pittsburgh, young Ophelia forges a helpful bond with a spirit whose own life ended suddenly and unjustly. 
 
The Blackbird Girls    Lexile: 560   by Anne Blankman 
Told in alternating perspectives among three girls--Valentina and Oksana in 1986 and Rifka in 1941--this story shows that 
hatred, intolerance, and oppression are no match for the power of true friendship. 
 
Front Desk     Lexile: 640   by Kelly Yang     
After emigrating from China, ten-year-old Mia Tang's parents take a job managing a rundown motel, despite the nasty owner, 
Mr. Yao, who exploits them, while she works the front desk and tries to cope with fitting in at her school. 
Strong as Fire, Fierce as Flame  Lexile: NA   by Supriya Kelkar 
In 1857 India, 12-year-old Meera escapes a life she has no say in--and certain death on her husband's funeral pyre--only to end 
up a servant to a British general in the East India Company. When a rebellion against British colonizers spreads, she must 
choose between relative safety in a British household or standing up for herself and her people. 
 
Cadaver & Queen    Lexile: NA   by Alisa Kwitney 
When Lizzie Lavenza enrolled at Ingold as its first female medical student, she knew she wouldn't have an easy time. From 
class demands to being an outsider among her male cohorts, she'll have to go above and beyond to prove herself. So when she 
stumbles across what appears to be a faulty Bio-mechanical--one of the mechanized cadavers created to service the school--she 
jumps at the chance to fix it and get ahead in the program. 
 
Esperanza Rising     Lexile: 750   by Pam Muñoz Ryan    
Esperanza and her mother are forced to leave their life of wealth and privilege in Mexico to go work in the labor camps of 
Southern California, where they must adapt to the harsh circumstances facing Mexican farm workers on the eve of the Great 
Depression. 
 
We are Not Free    Lexile:NA   by Traci Chee     
Growing up together in the community of Japantown, San Francisco, four second-generation Japanese American teens find their 
bond tested by widespread discrimination and the mass incarcerations of people of Japanese ancestry during World War II. 
 
 



All the Broken Pieces (Verse)  Lexile: 680   by Ann E. Burg    
Two years after being airlifted out of Vietnam in 1975, Matt Pin is haunted by the terrible secret he left behind and now, in a 
loving adoptive home in the United States, a series of profound events forces him to confront his past. 
 
If I Ever Get Out of Here   Lexile: 870   by Eric Gansworth    
Seventh-grader Lewis "Shoe" Blake from the Tuscarora Reservation has a new friend, George Haddonfield from the local Air 
Force base, but in 1975 upstate New York there is a lot of tension and hatred between Native Americans and whites--and Lewis 
is not sure that he can rely on friendship. 
    
Finding Langston    Lexile: 760   by Lesa Cline-Ransome   
Discovering a book of Langston Hughes' poetry in the library helps Langston cope with the loss of his mother, relocating from 
Alabama to Chicago as part of the Great Migration, and being bullied. 
 
 Leaving Lymon    Lexile: NA   by Lesa Cline-Ransome   
In a companion to the award-winning Finding Langston, young Lymon is uprooted by tragedy from his life in the Deep South 
of 1946 before the limits of his talents and resilience are tested in two Northern cities. 
 
Prairie Lotus     Lexile: 730   by Linda Sue Park    
In Dakota Territory in the 1880s, half-Chinese Hanna and her white father face racism and resistance to change as they try to 
make a home for themselves. 
 
Weedflower     Lexile: 750   by Cynthia Kadohata    
After twelve-year-old Sumiko and her Japanese-American family are relocated from their flower farm in southern California to 
an internment camp on a Mojave Indian reservation in Arizona, she helps her family and neighbors, becomes friends with a 
local Indian boy, and tries to hold on to her dream of owning a flower shop. 
 

Sports Fiction 
Defending Champ    Lexile:770   by Mike Lupica  
In this follow up to Triple Threat, New York Times bestseller Mike Lupica takes us to the soccer field in another empowering 
story about dismantling sexism in sports.  (Any title by this offer) 
 
Fast Pitch     Lexile:790   by Nic Stone  
Working hard to prove that Black girls belong at bat, softball captain Shenice Lockwood must prove herself on and off the field 
when a family secret is revealed, breaking her focus on the game as the championship fast approaches. 
 
Samira Surfs (in verse)   Lexile: NA   by Rukhsanna Guidroz  
After months rebuilding a new life in Bangladesh with her family, Samira decides to become a Bengali surfer girl of Cox's 
Bazar, in this novel in verse about a young Rohingya girl's journey from isolation and persecution to sisterhood, and from fear 
to power. 
 
Much Ado about Baseball   Lexile: NA   by Rajani La Rocca  
Loosely based on Shakespeare's "Much Ado About Nothing," twelve-year-olds Trish and Ben should be automatic friends 
because they both play baseball on a Little League team in Comity, Massachusetts, and they both love solving math puzzles, but 
obstacles stand in their way. 
 
Bea is for Blended    Lexile: NA   by Lindsey Stoddard   
Soon after her mother marries a man with three sons, sixth-grader Bea Embers fights to form a girls' soccer team at school, 
despite discrimination and setbacks. 
 
Ana on the Edge    Lexile: NA   by A.J. Sass 
Twelve-year-old Ana-Marie Jin, the reigning US Juvenile figure skating champion, is not a frilly dress kind of kid. So, when 
Ana learns that next season's program will be princess themed, doubt forms fast. Once Ana meets Hayden, a transgender boy 
new to the rink, thoughts about the princess program and gender identity begin to take center stage. And when Hayden mistakes 
Ana for a boy, Ana doesn't correct him and finds comfort in this boyish identity when he's around. As their friendship develops, 
Ana realizes that it's tricky juggling two different identities on one slippery sheet of ice. And with a major competition 
approaching, Ana must decide whether telling everyone the truth is worth risking years of hard work and sacrifice. 



The Comeback    Lexile: NA   by E.L. Shen 
Twelve-year-old Maxine Chen is just trying to nail that perfect landing: on the ice, in middle school, and at home, where her 
parents worry that competitive skating is too much pressure for a budding tween. Maxine isn’t concerned, however—she’s 
determined to glide to victory. But then a bully at school starts teasing Maxine for her Chinese heritage, leaving her stunned and 
speechless. And at the rink, she finds herself up against a stellar new skater named Hollie, whose grace and skill threaten to 
edge Maxine out of the competition. With everything she knows on uneven ice, will Maxine crash under the pressure? Or can 
she power her way to a comeback? 
 
Bump       Lexile: NA   by Matt Wallace    
MJ knows what it means to hurt. Bruises from gymnastics heal, but big hurts, like her dad not being around anymore, don't go 
away. Now her mom needs to work two jobs, and MJ doesn't have friends at school to lean on. There is only one thing MJ 
loves: the world of professional wrestling. She especially idolizes the luchadores and the stories they tell in the ring. When MJ 
learns that her neighbor, Mr. Arellano, runs a wrestling school, she has a new mission in life: join the school, train hard, and 
become a wrestler. But trouble lies ahead. After wrestling in a showcase event, MJ attracts the attention of Mr. Arellano's 
enemy at the State Athletic Commission. There are threats to shut the school down, putting MJ's new home, and the community 
that welcomed her, at risk. What can MJ do to save her new family? 
  
Ghost      Lexile: 730   by Jason Reynolds    
Ghost, a naturally talented runner and troublemaker, is recruited for an elite middle school track team. He must stay on track, 
literally and figuratively, to reach his full potential. (Series) 
 
Rebound (in-verse)     Lexile: 780   by Kwame Alexander     
In the summer of 1988, twelve-year-old Chuck Bell is sent to stay with his grandparents, where he discovers jazz and basketball 
and learns more about his family's past.  (Prequel to “Crossover”) 
 

Graphic Novels 
The Accursed Vampire   Lexile: NA   by Madeline McGrane  
Cursed by a witch centuries before, Dragoslava must complete every task the witch assigns to him, challenges that send him off 
to a sleepy midwestern town to obtain a spellbook, in what becomes a lifechanging mission that brings about friendship and a 
sense of belonging. 
 
Artie and the Wolf Moon   Lexile:  520   by Oliva Stephens   
After sneaking out against her mother's wishes, Artie Irvin spots a massive wolf--then watches it don a bathrobe and transform 
into her mom. Thrilled to discover she comes from a line of werewolves, Artie asks her mom to share everything--including the 
story of Artie's late father. Her mom reluctantly agrees. And to help Artie figure out her own wolflike abilities, her mom recruits 
some old family friends. Artie thrives in her new community and even develops a crush on her new friend Maya. But as she 
learns the history of werewolves and her own parents' past, she'll find that wolves aren't the scariest thing in the woods--
vampires are. 
 
Amelia Erroway: Castaway Commander Lexile:  310   by B.C. Peterschmidt   
To prove that she is worthy of becoming a pilot, Amelia Erroway sets off alone on her father's prized craft until a fierce storm 
crashes her ship and she must use her wits to survive--and find a way home. 
 
The Ghoul Next Door   Lexile:  NA   by Cullen Bunn & Cat Farris   
Living in the legend-haunted New England town of Ander's Landing, 11-year-old Grey is drawn into a strange mystery 
involving a race of reclusive subterranean creatures--ghouls, the eaters of the dead. 
 
Making Friends: Third Time’s a Charm (Series) Lexile: 340  by Kristen Gudsnuk 
Dany's sketchbook is at it again, but this time it's not Dany's doing! Dany and Madison are living a new reality. Rather than best 
friends, the pair now believe they are twins - and that isn't the only part of their lives that has been completely rewritten. Their 
mom is a novelist, their dad is a rock star, and Dany has suddenly become a diligent student. But things don't seem to be adding 
up. Dany and Madison start sleuthing and discover that someone has drastically altered the universe! Can the pair put things 
back the way they were, or is this magic beyond their control? 
 
 
 



Measuring Up     Lexile:  360   by Lily LaMotte & Ann Xu 
Having just moved to Seattle from Taiwan, twelve-year-old Cici enters a cooking competition to win the chance to see her 
grandmother again, but she only knows how to cook Taiwanese food. 
 
Big Apple Diaries    Lexile:    by Alyssa Bermudez 
It’s the year 2000 in New York City. For 12-year old Alyssa, this means splitting time between her Puerto Rican dad's 
apartment in Manhattan and her white mom's new place in Queens, navigating the trials and tribulations of middle school, and 
an epic crush on a new classmate. The only way to make sense of it all is to capture the highs and lows in doodles and hilarious 
comics in a diary. 
Then life abruptly changes on September 11, 2001. After the Twin Towers fall and so many lives are lost, worries about gossip 
and boys feel distant and insignificant. Alyssa must find a new sense of self and purpose amidst all of the chaos and find the 
strength to move forward with hope. 
 
Class Act     Lexile: 340   by Jerry Craft     
Eighth grader Drew Ellis recognizes that he isn't afforded the same opportunities, no matter how hard he works, that his 
privileged classmates at the Riverdale Academy Day School take for granted, and to make matters worse, Drew begins to feel as 
if his good friend Liam might be one of those privileged kids and is finding it hard not to withdraw, even as their mutual friend 
Jordan tries to keep their group of friends together.   
 
New Kid     Lexile: 320   by Jerry Craft     
Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier and Gene Luen Yang, New Kid is a timely, honest graphic novel about starting over at a 
new school where diversity is low and the struggle to fit in is real, from award-winning author-illustrator Jerry Craft.  

 
Non-Fiction & Biography 

 
Obie is Man Enough    Lexile: 570   by Schuyler Bailar  
Obie knew his transition would have ripple effects. He has to leave his swim coach, his pool, and his best friends. But it’s time 
for Obie to find where he truly belongs. 
 As Obie dives into a new team, though, things are strange. Obie always felt at home in the water, but now he can’t get his old 
coach out of his head. Even worse are the bullies that wait in the locker room and on the pool deck. Luckily, Obie has family 
behind him. And maybe some new friends too, including Charlie, his first crush. Obie is ready to prove he can be one of the 
fastest boys in the water—to his coach, his critics, and his biggest competition: himself. 
 
One Life (Young Readers Edition)  Lexile: 1040   by Megan Rapinoe 
You know Megan Rapinoe as an international soccer superstar! She's also a fierce activist, boldly speaking out about issues of 
equality and justice--from LGBTQ rights to the equal pay movement to Black Lives Matter. 
In this adaptation for middle school readers of her memoir One Life, get to know Megan: from her childhood in a small 
California town where she learned to play soccer and how to fight for social justice; through high school, college and beyond; to 
2016 when she became the first high-profile white athlete to take a knee in support of Colin Kaepernik, and also suing the 
United States Soccer Federation along with her teammates over gender discrimination. 
 
How To Change Everything   Lexile:    by Naomi Klein 
Full of empowering stories of young leaders all over the world, this information-packed book from award-winning journalist 
and one of the foremost voices for climate justice, Naomi Klein, offers young readers a comprehensive look at the state of the 
climate today and how we got here, while also providing the tools they need to join this fight to protect and reshape the planet 
they will inherit. 
  


